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Researchers at the University of California found that 
optimism, self-esteem and a sense of mastery is not 
only genetic, but that activities, relationships and the 
environment play a significant role in developing these 
tendencies. 

Traditionally workplaces were designed for efficiency, 
and a ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach. But by giving 
employees choices, they gain a sense of control 
that helps them feel more optimistic, empowered, 
engaged and less stressed.

As one of six dimensions of wellbeing identified by 
Steelcase research teams, optimism is critical to 
the creative and innovative work organisations need 
today. 

 “Optimism may be the most  
most important job skill in the  
21st century. People who can  
rise above fears and anxiety  
are the ones who can help  
build a culture that is better  
able to thrive in our world.”

Nicholas De Benoist 
Steelcase Workspace Futures
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Cultivate  
Optimism
See the bigger picture. Explore ideas. Be open to others. 
Take more risks. Optimism is critical to the type of work  
that organisations need today: creativity and innovation. 
Stimulate optimism through workplace design that offer 
individuals choices, control and customisation, with  
settings that empower your people in their work. 

LexCo Collection is a comprehensive desking 
platform designed for customisation to enable  
greater tailored expression and bringing new 
personality to the workspace.



Encouraging  
Experimentation
LexCo Collection encourages new creativity. Countless 
configurations and an expressive palette of finishes offer 
unmatched potential for co-creation and personalisation. 
Designers can combine different leg designs, accessories  
and levels of privacy.

Stance Leg Design 
Designers can now select from a broad range of leg 
options with various paint finishes. The latest stance 
leg design features a unique bridge like construction 
with contoured vertical lines anchored from a  
structural cross bar. 
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Custom Screens 
New custom printing capabilities offer designers 
endless opportunity for unique, creative expression  
in dual layer PET Screens.

Our rolling hills and wave art thematics have been 
designed for inspiration. 

Rolling Hills Art Screen

Wave Art Screen

Couplet Screens 
Privacy screens can be positioned or removed freely, 
offering individuals the ability to find the focus they 
need or open the team bench up for a collaborative 
session.
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Common Ground 
LexCo Collection’s unique Common Ground is an 
elevated toolbar that runs centrally along the bench, 
with functionality and expression that connects 
the whole team. The trench offers power and USB 
charging from any position on the bench.

Canvas  
for Teams
A diverse landscape of settings hosts a range of 
team types and work styles. More than that, LexCo  
Collection invites teams and individuals to express their 
own identity and control levels of privacy as they switch 
between work modes, inspring creativity and autonomy, 
boosting engagement and a sense of belonging.
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Instant Charging 
The above-desk runway track provides power 
sockets and USB charging for access from any 
position on the bench.

Split Shelf

Bookends  Headphone Organiser 

Planter with Drip Tray

The Influence of Nature
Place planters at any point along the toolbar. Studies 
show that tasks performed under the calming 
influence of nature are performed better and with 
greater accuracy. 

Place or remove couplet screens, layer personal and 
shared worktools, introduce greenery or establish a 
team library – Common Ground’s expressive and 
practical accessories personalise the setting.

Name Tag and Slant Shelf

Monitor Arm

Marker Board

Easy Power Access
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Platform for 
Growth
Those in the business of workplace design understand 
the powerful influence of place, on talent and performance.  
Desking remains a hardworking office essential, that can  
be enhanced with thoughtful personalisation.  

LexCo Collection is a tested platform that can be scaled 
with an organisation. Its robust understructure forms the 
foundation for a beautiful and varied landscape, tailored  
to suit your organisational culture. 

Cable Management
Facility professionals can choose from two tray  
options in metal or PET construction.
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Enhanced 
Comfort
Movement and changing posture throughout the  
work day supports wellbeing and postively impacts 
productivity. 

A bench at drafting height lets people sit or stand 
comfortably, inviting seamless posture change,  
without interrupting the workflow. 

Steelcase’s unique carpeted foot platform recreates  
the familiar comfort and ergonomic support of working 
at standard desk height.
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Product 
Highlights

Couplet Screens

Common Ground Toolbar with 

various accessory options

Trench

Featured Stance Leg with option

of different colored beam

PET Cable Tray

PET Center Modesty



A-Leg  
(Left)           (Right)

Post Leg

Intermediate Leg and Cover Options

PET 
(Desk-Height)

3 Way Connections
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Statement of Line

HighSit Footrest Platform

Leg Options Single Sided Leg Option

Single Sided Leg Option

Metal 
(Desk-Height)

Worksurface

Square Corners 120-Degree Option

Stance Leg 
(Desk-Height)

A-Leg 
(Desk-Height)

Stance Leg  
(Left)           (Right)

Cable Management

Individual Cable 
Tray - Benching

Individual Cable Tray - 
Single Sided

Single Sided Cable Tray - 
Metal and PET

120 Degree -  
Shared Cable Tray  

Metal and PET

Shared Cable Tray 
Metal and PET - 

Benching 

Stance Leg 
(HighSit)

A-Leg 
(HighSit)

Intermediate Leg 
(HighSit)

PET 
(HighSit)

Metal 
(HighSit)

Center Modesty Panel (PET/Metal/Acrylic) 

For Individual Cable 
Tray or no Cable Tray

For Shared  
Cable Tray

120 Degree - 
Shared Cable Tray

Side Modesty Panel

For Stance Leg -  
Benching

For A-Leg -  
Benching

Intermediate Leg 
(Desk-Height)

Dual-Sided 
(End to Intermediate)

Dual-Sided 
(Intermediate to Intermediate)

For A-Leg  
(Left)           (Right)

For Stance Leg  
(Left)           (Right)
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Statement of Line Surface Materials
Paint

Arctic white 

Arctic white 
gloss

Silver

 
Nickel 

Black 

Merle 

 

Taxi 

Tangerine 

Scarlet 

Blue jay 

Wasabi 

Merlot 

Aubergine 

Jungle 

Lagoon 

Peacock 

Honey 

Saffron

Matte  
brass

Burnished 
bronze

Night  
bronze

Matte  
copper

Obsidian

Neutral Lux

Accent

Laminate

Arctic white 

Seagull 

Maple 

Acacia

 
Clear walnut 

Graphite 
walnut

Merle 

Silver 

Warm elm

 
Grey oak

Sky blue 

Ivy green 

Silver

 
Grey

 
Dark grey

PET
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Surface material images are provided as a 
preliminary color reference and should not  
be used for final color selection.

Accessory Interface

Landscape visual divider Bookends Marker board

Headphone organizerPinnable board Stationary tray

Shelves Planter with drip tray Toolbox

Name tag

Accessories

With end cap For cluster of 2 
(with accessories 

interface)

For end of run 
(with accessories  

interface)

With 2 side cutoutsWith 1 center cutout

Trench for accessories interface

For connection  
(with accessories 

interface)



Sustainability
Steelcase has a history of innovating in the benching 
category, from FrameOne to Navi TeamIsland. Drawing 
on knowledge from these industry leading projects, 
LexCo Collection has been engineered with an even 
more sustainable approach, optimising material use. 
The whole collection can be flat-packed, assuring a 
smaller carbon footprint during delivery. 

By opting for a PET cable tray made from recycled 
plastic bottles, you can minimise your carbon footprint 
with a responsible material choice that further reduces 
weight during shipping.

Certificate: 
Indoor Advantage™ Gold 
Indoor Air Quality Certified to SCS-EC10.3-2014 v4.0 
Conforms to the ANSI/BIFMA Furniture Emissions Standard 
(M7.1/S7.1-2011 R2016 and ANSI/BIFMA e.3 - 2019 (Credits 7.6.1, 
7.6.2) for the open plan and private office workstation partners.1 

1Modeled as a Workstation System

For more than 107 years, Steelcase 
has provided insight-led solutions 
to create great work and education 
experiences for the world’s leading 
organisations. Along with our family 
of brands, we offer a comprehensive 
portfolio of furniture and technology 
products and services that inspire 
people to do their best work.
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